
Physics 131- Fundamentals of 
Physics for Biologists I

Professor: Arpita Upadhyaya
Physics for Biologists I

• Quiz 4 reviewQ
• Newton’s Laws
• Kinds of Forces• Kinds of Forces
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Newton’s LawsNewton’s Laws
1.1. All outside effects on an object canceling out All outside effects on an object canceling out 

(net force of zero)(net force of zero),  the object maintains its velocity ,  the object maintains its velocity ( )( ), j y, j y
(including direction).(including direction). The velocity could be The velocity could be 
zero, which would mean the object is at rest. zero, which would mean the object is at rest. 
(Inertia) [Newton 1](Inertia) [Newton 1](Inertia) [Newton 1](Inertia) [Newton 1]

2.2. The The acceleration felt by an object acceleration felt by an object (at a given (at a given 
instant) instant) is the net force on the object at that is the net force on the object at that 

netFa 


instant divided by the object’s mass. [Newton 2]instant divided by the object’s mass. [Newton 2]
3.3. Whenever Whenever two objects interact, two objects interact, the forces they the forces they 

exert on each other are equal in magnitude andexert on each other are equal in magnitude and

m

exert on each other are equal in magnitude and exert on each other are equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction. opposite in direction. (Reciprocity) [Newton 3](Reciprocity) [Newton 3] 

FAB
type  


FBA

type
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System Schemay

Draw the free bodyDraw the free body 
diagram for dog 2

Dog 2



Free body diagram: dog 2System Schema
Provides information about:
- All forces exerted on the dashed 

circle (here:  Dog 2)

y

- Magnitude of the forces
- Direction of the forces 
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Review of VectorsReview of Vectors
(2(2 dimensional coordinates)dimensional coordinates)(2(2--dimensional coordinates)dimensional coordinates)

•• We have 2 directions to specify.  We mustWe have 2 directions to specify.  We must
–– Choose a reference point (origin)Choose a reference point (origin)
–– Pick 2 perpendicular axes (x and y)Pick 2 perpendicular axes (x and y)
–– Choose a scaleChoose a scale

•• We specify our x and y directions by drawing little arrows We specify our x and y directions by drawing little arrows 
of unit length in their positive directionof unit length in their positive directionof unit length in their positive direction.of unit length in their positive direction.

•• A force vector is written A force vector is written 
ji ˆ ,ˆ

ˆ ˆ
x yF F i F j 



Adding ForcesAdding Forcesgg
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Dog 2

W d fi th f tW d fi th f t

21 FFF  1FDog 2
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We define the sum of two We define the sum of two 
vectors as if they were vectors as if they were 
successive displacementssuccessive displacements

1F

successive displacements.successive displacements.

Adding Vectors HeadAdding Vectors Head toto TailTail F
Adding Vectors Head Adding Vectors Head to to TailTail F



Draw Vector for 1 2F F F 
  

(Whiteboard, TA & LA)

1. Same direction
2. Same magnitude
3. Same direction and magnitudeg
4. Same magnitude, opposite direction
5. Same magnitude, perpendicular directiong , p p
6. Neither same magnitude nor same direction



(Whiteboard, TA & LA)

1. Same direction
2. Same magnitudeg
3. Same direction and magnitude
4. Same magnitude, opposite directiong , pp
5. Same magnitude, perpendicular direction
6 Neither same magnitude nor same direction6. Neither same magnitude nor same direction



hSystem Schema
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You are pulling the block along a table 
To ensure that the block speeds up at aTo ensure that the block speeds up at a 

constant rate you need to

1. Pull with a decreasing force.
2 P ll i h f2. Pull with a constant force.
3. Pull with an increasing force.
4 Not pull at all4. Not pull at all.
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You are pulling the block along a tableYou are pulling the block along a table. 
To move the block at constant speed

1. Pull with a decreasing force.
2 Pull with a constant force2. Pull with a constant force.
3. Pull with an increasing force.
4. Not pull at all.p
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You are pulling the block along a table 
T th bl k t t t dTo move the block at constant speed

1. Pull with a decreasing force.
2 Pull with a constant force2. Pull with a constant force.
3. Pull with an increasing force.
4. Not pull at all.p

18 Physics 131



You are pulling two blocks along a table 
with constant speed (ignore friction)with constant speed (ignore friction). 
Which one requires a larger force?

1. The 1 kg weight block
2 The 5 kg weight block2. The 5 kg weight block
3. The require the same 

force.
4. There is not enough 

information to tell.
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You are pulling two blocks along a table 
with equal acceleration Which onewith equal acceleration. Which one 

requires a larger force?

1. The 1 kg weight block
2 The 5 kg weight block2. The 5 kg weight block
3. The require the same force.
4. There is not enough information g

to tell.
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The prof drops two metal spheresThe prof drops two metal spheres oneone of 1 kg theof 1 kg theThe prof drops two metal spheres, The prof drops two metal spheres, one one of 1 kg, the of 1 kg, the 
other of 5 kg.  other of 5 kg.  Which object hits the ground firstWhich object hits the ground first

1.1. 1 1 kg kg ballball
2.2. 5 kg ball5 kg ball
3.3. Hit at the same timeHit at the same time

21 Physics 131



The prof drops two metal spheres, one of 1 kg, the The prof drops two metal spheres, one of 1 kg, the 
h f 5 k Th hi h d h ih f 5 k Th hi h d h iother of 5 kg.  They hit the ground at the same timeother of 5 kg.  They hit the ground at the same time. . 

The The weight force on the 5 kg weight is: weight force on the 5 kg weight is: 

A G t th th f th 1 k i htA. Greater than the force on the 1 kg weight
B. Less than the force on the 1 kg weight
C The same as the force on the 1 kg weightC. The same as the force on the 1 kg weight.
D. There is not enough information to tell.

22



Is it really true Is it really true for ALL objects?  Even for ALL objects?  Even 
a feather?a feather?
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Weight Force WWeight Force WWeight Force WWeight Force W
 ExperimentExperiment:  See how it behaves :  See how it behaves 

when gravity is thewhen gravity is the onlyonly force acting on itforce acting on itwhen gravity is the when gravity is the onlyonly force acting on it.  force acting on it.  
We expect it to speed up (accelerate).We expect it to speed up (accelerate).
How does that acceleration depend on the object?How does that acceleration depend on the object?p jp j

aA 


WEA

mA
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The Gravitational Field StrengthThe Gravitational Field Strength
 We find that, We find that, when we can ignore the effects of when we can ignore the effects of airair as as 

another object that exerts forceanother object that exerts force, , that all objects accelerate that all objects accelerate 
the same in free fall (onlythe same in free fall (only WW acting)acting)the same in free fall (only the same in free fall (only WW acting).acting).

objectEarthW 


 gmW 


object

objectEarth
A m

ga 
 gmW objectobjectEarth 

 PseudoPseudo--independent of the object!independent of the object!
(Do the experiment yourself!)(Do the experiment yourself!)

 constant “constant “gg”” gravitationalgravitational field strengthfield strength (Units of N/kg)(Units of N/kg) constant constant gg   gravitational gravitational field strength.field strength. (Units of N/kg)(Units of N/kg)

N/kg89g  
down

25

N/kg8.9g down



Foothold Ideas: GravityFoothold Ideas: GravityFoothold Ideas: GravityFoothold Ideas: Gravity
 Every object (near the surface of the earth) feels a Every object (near the surface of the earth) feels a 

d d ll i l id d ll i l idownward pull proportional to its mass:downward pull proportional to its mass:
WEm  mg

where     is referred to as where     is referred to as the gravitational field.the gravitational field.
 This is a fThis is a force orce even though nothing even though nothing 

hihi h bj i ibl f ih bj i ibl f i

g

touching touching the object is responsible for it.the object is responsible for it.
 The gravitational field has the same magnitude for The gravitational field has the same magnitude for all all 

bj t i ti f th i ti d t ll i tbj t i ti f th i ti d t ll i tobjects irrespective of their motion and at all points.objects irrespective of their motion and at all points.
 The gravitational field always points down.The gravitational field always points down.
 i d bi d b 9 8 N/k It is measured to be It is measured to be 

26Physics 131
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Response to Gravity: Free FallResponse to Gravity: Free FallResponse to Gravity: Free FallResponse to Gravity: Free Fall

After an object has been released, After an object has been released, 
–– if it is dense enough so the forces if it is dense enough so the forces 

from the air can be ignoredfrom the air can be ignored
–– if nothing else is touching itif nothing else is touching it

the only force acting on it is gravity.the only force acting on it is gravity.


a 

Fnet

m 


WEm
m  mg

m 
g
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Newton’s Laws
1. All outside effects on an object canceling out 

(net force of zero),  the object maintains its velocity ( ), j y
(including direction). The velocity could be 
zero, which would mean the object is at rest. 
(Inertia) [Newton 1](Inertia) [Newton 1]

2. The acceleration felt by an object (at a given 
instant) is the net force on the object at that 

netFa 


instant divided by the object’s mass. [Newton 2]
3. Whenever two objects interact, the forces they 

exert on each other are equal in magnitude and

m

exert on each other are equal in magnitude and 
opposite in direction. (Reciprocity) [Newton 3] 

FAB
type  


FBA

type
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Field forces – due to interaction 
FIELD which can act through 

empty space over long distance

Contact forces - due to physical 
contact with another object

p y p g

Gravity

ElectricalElectrical

Magnetic



Kinds of ForcesKinds of ForcesKinds of ForcesKinds of Forces
Forces are what objects do to each other when Forces are what objects do to each other when 

h ih ithey interact.they interact.
Types of ForceTypes of Force

–– Normal:  Normal:  NN –– Weight:Weight: WW
–– Tension:  Tension:  TT –– Electric: Electric: FFEE

i ii i ff DD VV ii MM–– Friction:  Friction:  f, Ff, FDD, F, FVV –– Magnetic:Magnetic: FFMM

Notation conventionNotation convention..

F(object causing force)(object feeling force)

 type of force
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Tension:Tension:
The SpringThe Spring

Recall what we have learned about a spring.Recall what we have learned about a spring.
A spring changes its length in response to A spring changes its length in response to p g g g pp g g g p

pulls (or pushes) from opposite directions.pulls (or pushes) from opposite directions.

lkT lkT 

T
T
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Springsp g
• If you pull on a spring from both sides it changes 

its length.
(“ΔL” = stretch or squeeze)

T
T

( ΔL = stretch or squeeze)

T

T kLT  kL
• Holds for ALL objects interacting pulled by a 

spring!
32 Physics 131

spring!



Springs in biologySprings in biology

C C

Connected Atoms in 
molecules

From: Physical Biology of the Cell, Philips, Kondev, Theriot (2009)



Spring:  The resistive force increases with deformationSpring:  The resistive force increases with deformation

Show Show examples of materials or processes that could be modeled examples of materials or processes that could be modeled 
as springs in as springs in biologybiology

What are the benefits of SpringWhat are the benefits of Spring--like behavior?like behavior?

(Whiteboard, TA & LA)



The Chain 
• Consider a series of links of chain being 

pulled from opposite directions.  
What are the forces on each link?

T T
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Tension:Tension:
The String

• A string is like a thin chain, but without 
easily identifiable links.y

• We can imagine the string in parts and 
consider how each part acts on the othersconsider how each part acts on the others.

T T

TT

36 Physics 131
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Which of the force pairs are 
examples of Newton’s third law

BA B

1. A1. A
2. B
3 A d B3. A and B
4. neither
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